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“Financing” = the arrangements put 
in place to ensure money is 
available for the project or service 
at the time it is needed - a funding 
source or sources must be present 
to support financing arrangements

“Funding” = the sources of money 
available to pay for a project or 
service



Funding Need 
> LGNZ Three Waters Project

• Increasing need to renew and replace assets - data suggested that the sector was 
not fundamentally broken - the challenges lie ahead (renewals curve)

• Higher standards of quality – on drinking water quality, freshwater management, 
resilience, and in stormwater services - rising standards impose new costs

• Inadequate information on performance to provide total confidence that the 
sector is operating as well as it should or is positioning itself well for future 
challenges

> OAG – Annual Report on local government audits

• Continued concern local governments are under-investing to ensure ongoing 
delivery of services - capex spent ($3.8b) to budgeted expenditure ($4.8b)

> Havelock North Inquiry (Stage 2)

• “Widespread systemic failure among water suppliers to meet the high 
standards required for the supply of safe drinking water to the public”

• 20% - 759,000 people - of the serviced population are supplied water “that is 
not demonstrably safe to drink”

• Aggregate to achieve effectiveness and affordability



Funding Options
> Rates

• Property tax is the primary source of funding for councils although the 
mix does vary between councils

> User Fees

• Second largest source of revenue but utilisation of user fees varies 
significantly between councils

• Volumetric pricing for water is a user fee

> Issues

• Affordability concerns arise whether you use rates or user fees

• Pricing the true cost of the service may substantially increase consumer 
costs unless efficiency dividends are able to be achieved

• A classical utility regime charges the price necessary to achieve
o Revenue adequacy

o Revenue certainty

• Revenue adequacy and certainty empower financing and sound asset 
stewardship

• Should water services pricing concern itself with affordability?
o Electricity, gas and telecommunications pricing does not

o Is affordability a broader social welfare concern distinct from utility governance 
and management concerns?



Financing Options
> Borrowing

• Commercial banks & LGFA

• Inter-generational approach - mixed use of borrowing by the sector

> Specific purpose bonds

• Designed to fund specific projects

• Similar to borrowing but link to a specific project is more transparent

> Private Public Partnerships

• Capital costs met by private sector – paid back over say 25 years 

• May improve efficiency and effectiveness through incentives

• Requires careful outcomes and service level design

> Private infrastructure provision

• Case less compelling where assets have monopoly characteristics

• Ownership can be a legitimate regulatory tool

> Franchising/Concessions

• Private sector leases right to operate, maintain and charge for an 
infrastructure network



New publication to assist option selection




